
ENLIGHTEN YOUR SENSES



MADE WITH PASSION AND LOVE  
BMJ Shisha vintage is a passionate family company of brands 

anchored around the world. Proud of our heritage, we are committed 
to outstanding quality and craftsmanship.

INNOVATION. PASSION. INTEGRITY.

Hand selected Leaf from France, infused with exquisite 
German flavors and natural Ingredients



WHAT WE DO
We develop, curate and foster brands in the 
premium Shisha sectors. We craft premium 

Shisha Tobacco brands that have set standards 
for many years.



THE ART OF BLENDING
In order to conform to the palate of each individual 

customer we have evolved the blending of Shisha tobacco 
into what it is today: an art.



INNOVATION
Innovation is our mindset. It transpires throughout the 

organization and is the foundation of our shared belief - that we 
can always do better.



THE HOUSE OF BRANDS 
We do this by creating brands. Taking care of brands. And 

selecting only the very finest Shisha Tobacco and products to join 
our portfolio and to delight our customers.



OUR FLAVORED BRANDS 
AVAILABLE IN OVER 65 FLAVORS

50G, 250G, 1KG

Contains No Artificial Colors or Dyes – Contains No Preservatives – Contains Natural Tobacco Leaf

Desirably sweet and packed  
with flavor, grapes with berry  

is a lively combination  

BLUE BLACK

Berry Freshness infused with a blast 
of cool ice  

BLUE ICE 

The perfect mix of sweet ,sour berry 
along with the warmth squeezed clinch 

of sweet and aromatic caramel 

BLUE CARAMEL

Vanilla is smooth, sweet and mild. 
The floral aroma combines the 

generous smell and the warmth  
blast sweetness of Vanilla

BLUE VANILLA

A perfectly mixed of exotic  
Berries infused with a blast  

of mint coolness 

BLUEMINT
The twist of cinnamon spice with  

a lash of exotic blueberries

BLUE CINNAMON
A perfectly mixed of exotic 
Berries to create a thrilled 

experience 

BLUEMIX

Energetic taste of Grapes with a 
lash of sour

BLUE GRAPE 
The perfect combination between 
sourness of berry and sweetness 

of gum 

BLUE GUM 
Perfect mix of sweet and sour 
for you to indulge and  enjoy 

the unique taste 

BLUEBERRY

Sweet and sour elusive taste  
with our secret twist 

BLUE GUAVA
Everything sour will taste sweet ,our 
Blue Melon switch flavors for you to 

indulge with its unique taste 

BLUE MELON 
sweet, exciting with a fresh feeling, 
black Grape delivers an attractive 
and unmatched flavor that lasts .

BLACK GRAPE

Bringing the tropical dream into 
exotic and charming experience of 

our tropical coconut 

BOUNTY 
A Blast of cocoa with a blast of 

exotic and smooth coconut

BOUNTEA
Tropical spark infused with a twist 

of citrus blast

COCO LEMON 

A balance mix between sweetness 
of Red and sourness of green to 

stand out among the rest

DOUBLE APPLE 

A double shot of sweet & sour to 
compliment your taste 

DOUBLE APPLE & 
BLUEBERRY Apples are sweet but enriched it 

with a cherry on the top 

APPLE CHERRY 
Mouthwateringly combination of 

Sweet & Sour that is flawlessly 
mixed 

DOUBLE APPLE & GRAPES

The magic of cinnamon spice infused  
with the sweet & sour apple blast

DOUBLE APPLE  
& CINNAMON

Zesty, juicy and citrusy with 
sweetness of aromatic orange flavor 

ORANGE
Perfect mix of sweet and sour 

between orange and blueberry 

ORANGE & BLUEBERRY 
Cinnamon spicy infusion with 

citrusy juicy orange twist 

ORANGE & CINNAMON
Citrus twist , juicy sweet with a blast 

of mint coolness 

ORANGE & MINT

Its bisque, its ivory indulging  
with friends as if at café   

CAPPUCCINO
Stimulating and sweet blast of  

cola that ignite your thirst while 
you smoke .

COLA

Flawlessly mixed Sweet and sour 
with a lash of citrus 

BLOOD ORANGE  
& CARAMEL Delicious & Juicy Borava is  

unique in its taste 

BORAVA 

Icy and refreshing, infused by the 
sourness of green apples

ICE GREEN APPLE 
Icy and refreshing with sweet  

citrus orange twist 

ICE ORANGE 

Awesomely icy and refreshing 

MENTHOL FUSION 

Perfect quench of citrus blast  
with icy cool after taste 

ICE LEMON 
Icy and refreshing, infused by the 

sourness of green apples

ICE LEMON & MINT 

This sour tasty & juicy lemon will 
refresh you with every smoke 

LEMON

Citrus twist with a blast of 
mint coolness 

LEMMON MINT 

Infused by the beauty of the Greek 
islands Mastica Gum will take you 

there with its magical taste 

MASTICA GUM 

Smooth taste Gum with a refreshing 
mint taste that stays

MINT & GUM 

Smooth taste Gum that last till  
the last smoke 

GUM

Perfect quench of citrus blast with 
icy cool infused by mint coolness 

GRAPE MINT 

Nothing better than a mix of four 
juicy and citrusy fruits of lemon , 

lime , grapefruit and  and a zest of 
sweet orange 

FOUR SEASONS 

mint is amazingly icy and refreshing 
with long lasting blasts 

MINT
Watermelon tropical infusion with 

coolness of mint 

WATERMELON MINT
Fresh and juicy with orangey glow 

that touch all your senses with 
every smoke 

PEACH

Cinnamon’s taste and aroma will be a treat 
for you and your friends. A mix of sugar, 

spice and everything nice

CINNAMON & GUM

When the two sides are divided, that›s 
when the wonderful taste comes out 

with a lash of cool minty cream 

PISTACHIO MINT CREAM 

Perfect mix of cinnamon’s spice 
with blasting fresh taste of icy gum 

ICE CINNAMON & GUM 



www.BMJshisha.com BMJshisha.com

Malik Warrayat  |  +971 567781003  |  malik@bmj.com

+971 7 2435057  |  +971 7 2433900

Al Jazeera Al Hamra Free Zone, C58, Street F13, P.O. Box: 31503, Ras Al Khaimah, UAE

WE BUILD BRANDS
AT BMJ WE CREATE EXPERIENCES - PLEASURABLE, MEMORABLE 

MOMENTS IN PEOPLE’S LIVES. 


